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COMPANY REVIEW
Barberàn, Biesse, Casadei Busellato, Cefla,
Finiture, Homag Group, Scm Group, Weinig,
Wintersteiger... are just some of the companies
featured in this issue with articles specifically
devoted to them.

from page 6

NEWS
A rich content of important news about events,
exhibitions, people and companies from the
whole world of wood and woodworking industry.

on  page 3

USEFUL ADDRESSES...
For our readers, a “who’s who” we have never
promoted as it deserved. Now we are casting a
spotlight in this issue. A way to be found and to
find partners...

on page  14

EXHIBITION CALENDAR
Another very popular section of our magazines:
the upcoming industry exhibitions!

on page 15

FOCUS ON TOOLS
Tool manufacturers are the protagonists of this
special focus, including some interviews and ar-
ticles by companies Aliprandi, Ceratizit, Ims,
Leitz, Sistemi, Twt.

from page 9

FOCUS ON POLAND 
On occasion of next Drema exhibition in Poznan,
to be held from 12 to 15 September 2017, a
special focus on Poland is featured in this issue,
with interviews and market data.

from page 4

nastroflex.com

Italian coated abrasives for any kind of surface
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No, we are not thinking about holidays. One
of the effects of events in the past decade is
that, for many of us, the barrier between
working time and leisure time has blurred
out. A conquest? From a certain point of
view, a defeat: you can hardly manage your
time to enjoy different colors and perfumes…

A large number of individuals have made a
clear choice, a sort of “constant surveillance”,
they are “always on” to react promptly in a
world that presents a new or different situation
every day.

You cannot take the plug off for four weeks
like it used to be, or at least, it’s more and
more difficult to do so: there are plenty of
markets, many more contacts, and if you
have an important role, you have duties and
responsibilities, so it’s not easy to “unplug”.

So, let’s stay awake, but ready to enjoy the
flavor of a different period, a softer break
that brings us closer to friends and families,
the pleasure of taking your eyes away from
the watch and the mailbox…

In these pages you will find a few interesting
lines to read.
Well, we don’t expect you to bring our ma-
gazine under a beach umbrella or take it out
of your backpack in some art city or mountain
hut, but you might be curious about things
happening in this crazy industry.

Needless to say, we like to offer a magazine
for reading, with rich contents. We found
plenty of contents and suggestions in recent
weeks, and you will find our own point of
view in these pages. It’s not a “summer is-
sue”: it’s not full of drawings to color or cros-
swords, it’s packed with information, thoughts,
suggestions, meetings, interviews, technical
specifications.

So, enjoy your reading and have nice holidays,
whatever that means for you…

P.s.: by the way, if you feel more comfortable,
you can use your mobile devices and take
a look at xylon.it, it’s all new!

FOCUS ON POLAND▼ 12 FOCUS ON TOOLS▼

Biesse is entirely “4.0”!09

Innovations is at home at Cefla09

10 Homag: another year to remember

Finiture: new system
for horizontal spraying10

“W4.0” is Weinig ‘s motto 10

Jowat: “Service Unites”!07

Vauth Sagel: a “MAXXimum” 
of innovativeness07

08 The technology business 
is satisfied with Ligna

Searching for innovations at Ligna08

Wintersteiger: new thin-cutting 
band saw “Dsb Singlehead NG XM”10

Barberàn: “Inert Coat System”10

A great success for Scm Group11

xylon.it
new
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NEWS

COMPANIES
Salvador: “You wood like it”!

The new slogan of the Italian company spe-
cialized in the design and production of "in-
telligent optimisers", has been presented
during the last Ligna.  An edition most certainly
successful…"We've hit the bull's-eye! Not
only by having our visitors play the game of
darts available in our booth: it has been a
great Ligna edition, which has allowed us
to meet many long-standing customers, but
above all, it has generated the interest of
new companies that have decided to move
closer to the technologies Salvador, as the
result of the hard work spent on defining a
stronger sales network". With these words
Christian Salvador has summed up the at-
mosphere of the five days spent in Hannover,
made of business, of course, but most im-

portantly, of the desire to always put people in
the foreground, a "vocation" which has always di-
stinguished the Italian company. Ligna has been
the perfect occasion to launch the new marketing
tools of the Italian company: a new slogan "Sal-
vador, you wood like it” along with the first
issue of the magazine that tells some of the many
worldwide Salvador optimisers stories of success.
Excellent hospitality for the machineries exhibited:
from "Superangle 600 ALL IN-1", which has al-
ready won numerous awards due to the benefits
offered by having joined the possibility of angular
cutting to drilling operations, and made even
more powerful and flexible through the software
"Salvawood", to "Supercut 500" in the "Super
fast" version able to perform a full cutting cycle
in few hundredths of second. A lot of attention
has focused on "Superpush 200" in the "Window"
version and for an even more powerful and fast
version of "Superpush 250". ■

COMPANIES
Excellent debut for Giardina Group

“We are very satisfied with our debut as Giardina
Group: we showed up at Ligna with a new logo
that will be progressively extended to our entire
portfolio and with a new image, but most of all
with our expertise in technology development -
from conventional to advanced solutions - that
has been really appreciated”, said Giampiero
Mauri, the entrepreneur who, for a few weeks
now, has been guiding the new organization that
has united a few historical successful brands of
the finishing industry, including Giardina Finishing,
Mauri Macchine, Ventilazione Italiana and MM
Store. “Ultimately, Ligna has given the feedback
we expected”, Mauri added. “We built our par-
ticipation around our new identity, a huge stand
covering over 400 square meters dedicated to
meetings and discussion with partners and cus-
tomers....The feedback we had was overall pos-
itive, suggesting that the 20 million euro revenue
target might be achieved sooner than expect-
ed…”. “Very interesting visits, solid contacts,
focused on planned investments”, said Stefano
Tibè, sales manager. “Unlike the previous edition,
this year we could really feel the necessity of
business owners to renovate their plants. We
met a few historical customers from the United
States, Canada, Turkey, Asian countries, the
Middle East, who came to discuss projects to
be finalized shortly; and we also met many
people for the first time, coming from markets
that were quite “far” from our business in past
years. This is a signal of a new season for the
wood and furniture industry, as well as an index
of increasing confidence in the new age of Gia-
rdina Group...” ■

EXHIBITIONS
News about IFFS 2018

International Furniture Fair Singapore (IFFS 2018)
will be held co-located with the Asean Furniture Show
and Nook Asia and will take place at the Singapore
Expo from 8 to 11 March. 2018 edition expects to
house a comprehensive portfolio of quality international
exhibitors from over 30 countries, and features a
diverse range of design-rich pieces across the entire
furniture ecosystem that will attract over 20,000 trade
professionals across the globe. To enhance its position
as the region’s international benchmark for furniture
trade exhibitions and to embrace a transformative
approach based on digital technology, IFFS 2018 will
be the first furniture trade exhibition within the region
to launch the augmented reality (AR) zone. Three
brand new national pavilions – Portugal, Spain and
Turkey – will also be making their inaugural debuts to
engage visitors with chic, contemporary showcases
of an intriguing array of furniture, interior lighting,
finished home textiles and decorative accessories. ■

EVENTS
Woodtech Egypt 2018

After the success of the 1st Woodtech Forum
in Damietta, Medexpo Egypt JSC decided to
expand its activities to Cairo.
Woodtech Egypt will be held from 16th to
18th of February 2018, in the largest and
most developed international exhibition centre
in Egypt and has the support of Egyptian di-
stinguished wood and furniture trade asso-
ciations. Woodtech Egypt is the international
meeting point for wood and furniture specialists
who aim to contact business to business mee-
tings for timber, design, furniture fittings and
woodworking machineries. The event will con-
sist of a 5.000 square meters exhibition and
educational seminars. In parallel to Woodtech
Egypt, Epf (European panel federation), will
arrange the "Epf for Africa" event. ■

ACQUISITIONS
Egger acquires Masisa in Argentina
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By acquiring on 17 July 2017 the Masisa plant in
Concordia, Argentina, wood-based material manu-
facturer Egger secures a production site outside of
Europe for the very first time. Headquartered in St.
Johann in Tirol, Austria, the company is consistently
pursuing its strategy of continuing to grow on its own
terms and to make itself future-proof through increasing
internationalisation. With a market share of 35 percent,
Masisa is the number 2 in Argentina, with Masisa Ar-
gentina posting turnover of Usd 131 million in 2016.
The plant in Concordia has facilities for the production
and lamination of chipboard and Mdf boards. In
2016, it recorded production capacities of 165,000
m3 chipboard, 280,000 m3 Mdf boards and 274,000
m3 lamination. An enterprise value of Usd 155 million
has been agreed for Masisa Argentina’s business.
Masisa Argentina’s forestry activities are not to be
taken over by Egger, but a long-term wood supply
partnership has been agreed. ■
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DREMA 2017: SEE YOU IN POZNAN!

FOCUS on Poland

Drema, the exhibition dedicated to woodworking
technology, accessories and semifinished materials
for the furniture industry, is an established date in
the European trade fair scenario. 
Among all exhibitions in Eastern Europe, Russia
apart, it has been recording constant growth
rates in recent years, in terms of exhibitors, visitors
and area. 
These are the key parameters that ensure the
success of an exhibition and, at the same time,
indicate the health of local supply chains.

The 2017 edition will take place in Poznan from
12 to 15 September at the Poznan International
Fair; preliminary figures communicated by the or-
ganizers can be considered reliable; approximately,
the exhibition surface should reach 23,000 square
meters with 500 exhibitors, and 23,000 visitors
are expected. 

All figures are higher than in 2016. The major wo-
odworking machinery importers will attend, as
the Polish market can fully absorb the offer of te-
chnology in all price ranges, thanks to a huge
number of companies committed to wood pro-
cessing, from handicraft businesses to big enter-
prises.

ECONOMIC NOTE
Among the countries of the former Communist
bloc, Poland has been able to achieve the best
integration into Western economy, leveraging an
industrial organization that, even before joining
the European Union, already boasted advanced
manufacturing standards.
In recent years, the country has grown and deve-
loped at constant rates; living standards have im-
proved accordingly, with economic performance
better than many European Union countries; all

key indicators point to a very positive situation.
Just think that, in the past three years, Gdp has
grown by an average 3.6 percent.
Such positive context will benefit the wood industry
in Poland, supported by a progressive expansion
of finished product demand. 
The local furniture industry, now totally private,
has invested massively in recent years in new te-
chnology from Western suppliers, resulting into
an improvement of the quality standards of finished
products. Almost all brands producing and selling
woodworking technology on the local market,
from traditional equipment to sophisticated solu-
tions, are foreign actors relying on a network of
aggressive and well-organized local resellers.
Italy and Germany are the top competitors in the
woodworking machinery business in Poland: ap-
proximately 85 percent of imported machines are
made in Italy or Germany. 

In 2016, Italian companies achieved 84 million
euro sales. According to estimates, in 2015 local
furniture production amounted to 8 billion euro
approximately, with a 70 percent export share
that place Poland at number four in the global
ranking of exporting countries, after China, Ger-
many and Italy. 
Recent statistics show that Poland has achieved
the sixth place in the world and the third place in
Europe in terms of production value.  The industry
is comprised of some 24,000 companies. 
Among these, one hundred are big companies
with more than 250 employees; 350 are me-
dium-sized enterprises and about 1,550 are small
businesses. The rest are handicraft workshops. 

www.drema.pl

interviews

COSTA LEVIGATRICI: KEEP GOING!
Selling directly at first and
then also through Teknika
S.A., Costa Levigatrici has
been operating in Poland
for over three decades. “The
profitable collaboration we
have established and de-
veloped over time with our
local agent”, explains Mario
Moretti, area manager for
Eastern Europe, “has helped us achieve leader-
ship in the Polish market in terms of installed
sanding and calibrating machines”. 
A very satisfactory result, with some industries of-
fering a bigger contribution than others, as it
often happens. “Despite market crisis, Poland
has always maintained good development levels,
and recently the wooden flooring and furniture
segments seem to be improving further, also
as a result of several factories related to Ikea
Group, both direct subsidiaries and contractors”.
But there’s more...“We have seen the rise of
many medium and large industrial companies
specializing in furniture and flooring production,
and we have succeeded in establishing active
collaboration with them, focusing on production
and quality. Such collaboration is the key driver
of our growth on the Polish market, which is
committed to meeting ever-growing domestic
demand, as well as successfully turning to ex-
port”. So, the market is really lively, according
to Mario Moretti, and this is particularly visible at
Drema. “The exhibition in Poznan has always
been a reference for us, that’s why we have al-
ways attended in the past twenty years. Once
again, our machines can be found at the Teknika

booth”. Collaboration with the Polish agent is not
limited to Drema: a universal model by Costa Le-
vigatrici for test runs is also exhibited in Teknika’s
permanent showroom. “With a machine in Warsaw
available for customers, we can respond faster
to specific requests by local producers and
consequently expand our footprint in Poland”.
Forecasts for the future? “We believe that the
growth of our industry in Poland will continue
for a long time, both because local producers
have not saturated domestic demand, yet, and
because they are addressing foreign markets
with a highly competitive approach”.

www.costalev.com

SCM: TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
If you think about a global
organization specializing in
woodworking technology
with an established busi-
ness in Poland, the mind
goes to Scm: first office in
Warsaw in the Nineties, then
they moved out to Poznan
until 2005, when the current
2,000-square-meter site was built on a 10,000-
square-meter plot.
“The Polish market has been growing for a few
years and has become a European leader in
furniture and window production”, explains An-
drea Santi, general manager at Scm Group
Polska.“In the short term it will surely become
more important also in wood constructions.
Scm Polska is achieving significant results and

HEADING FOR POLAND

Mario Moretti.

Andrea Santi.
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ITALIAN EXPORT OF WOODWORKING MACHINERY
Acimall, the Italian association of woodworking
machinery and tools manufacturers, looks back
to a year 2016 that was quite satisfactory on the
export side. Approximately 75 percent of rev-
enues come from abroad, so accurate trend
analysis is essential to understand where and
how business is going. The favorite destination of
our products has always been the European
Union, and also this year there is no big surprise:
729 million euro and 52 percent share are the fi-
gures for 2016, achieving 8 percent growth from
the previous year. The mature markets of France
and Germany were stable, exceeding 90 million
euro each, and also purchase from Belgium re-
mained at high levels. Poland maintained a fast
growing trend. Looking at other countries, Spain
deserves special mention. The Spanish market
suffered the most during the crisis years, losing
approximately 60 percent of its turnover. In the
past two years, Italian companies have found
fertile land again, with 53 million euro machinery
exported in 2016. Another “surprise” in the year
under scrutiny was the United Kingdom. Despite
Brexit looming and currency uncertainties for the
coming years, in 2016 Italian manufacturers sold
over 100 million euro products to the UK. To com-
plete the EU review, we consider worth mentioning
the Balkan region. Croatia and Slovenia are si-
gnificant markets, and if you add Serbia-Monte-
negro and Bosnia-Herzegovina, the total value of
this area in terms of export reaches 38 million
euro. Moving outside the European Union, Russia
definitely needs some consideration. The Euro-
Asian subcontinent was strongly affected by po-
litical tension. 34 million euro, despite 8 percent
growth, is a poor result compared to pre-crisis le-
vels, which had gone up to 100 million euro.

Among European countries we can include Turkey,
which is going through a turbulent political period,
but is maintaining high levels of industrial activity.
In 2016, Italian manufacturers exported over 40
million euro equipment. Let’s move on to the
African continent. The share on Italian export is
2.8 percent and for sure, Morocco and Algeria
currently offer more stability for business. Looking
at North America, it is worth commenting upon
the US market trend, currently the top destination
on a global scale with more than 150 million euro.
In the wake of the United States, Canada also
gained twenty percent points, reaching 24 million
euro. On the opposite, South America is expe-
riencing its worst phase. Brazil, traditionally the
biggest destination market in the continent, lost
over 70 percent, dropping to an all-time low of
11.6 million euro. Let’s go to the opposite side of
the world and take a look at Eastern markets. The
Middle East acquired 49 million euro equipment,
with a 3.5 percent share. The top-two markets in
this region are the United Arab Emirates and
Israel, with 14.7 and 12.8 million euro respectively.
Moving to the Far East, China is the most
important country by far. This region recorded
very interesting growth rates in 2016, equal to
33.3 percent. Also India recorded a significant
result. 24 million euro and 40 percent growth are
significant figures, but uncertainty still remains
for 2017. South-East Asia is still a “land of op-
portunity”: Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand
and Vietnam together reached 40 million euro
turnover, with a slight increase from 2015. The
final stage of our review is Oceania: in 2016,
Italian machinery export passed the 30 million
euro threshold, almost twice as much as in 2015.

www.acimall.com

ECONOMY

in recent years we have more than doubled our
turnover and market footprint, developing a
network with 18 engineers, 23 salespeople, 5
product area managers and 15 employees in
accounting, management, service and spare
parts. The Polish market is a synonym for pro-
fessional skills and qualified staff, the country
has excellent professional schools and univer-
sities which prepare students for their working
life”. 
Today Scm in Poland is mainly focused on edge-
banding, panel saws and working centers, as
well as traditional equipment and solid wood pro-
cessing, especially for doors and windows. 
In recent years, the Polish market is experiencing
a real surge: many companies are growing into
giants that can produce both for local customers
and for export. 
Which are their current requirements? “More and
more advanced technologies are adopted and
there is increasing demand for quick and qual-
ified support. As a result, Scm has invested in
its technical and sales staff in recent years. We
have more than doubled our staff of engineers
and salespeople, focusing on the quality of
services and reaction time”. 
According to tradition, Scm will be back to Drema
with a 800-square-meter stand, several social
responsibility initiatives and a few new products:
the edgebanding center “Morbidelli P200”, the
new range of edgebanding machines including
“Stefani XD” with “Air Fusion”, the boring machines
“Morbidelli UX100” and “CX100”, the Morbidelli
Cnc nesting unit “N100”, the Gabbiani panel saw,
the Dmc sanding solutions and a wide range of
classical machines. 
“Some of our machines will be up and running
in the "factory", where we will produce furniture
that will be donated to senior retirement homes.
We did something similar last year; the production
was entirely managed by the students of the
wood technology department in the Poznan
University, who made several bedroom sets
and donated them to orphanages”.

www.scmgroup.com

“BARDZO DOBRZE” FOR
SALVADOR
“My first trip to Poland
dates back to November
2005”, says Christian Sal-
vador, managing director
of the company that bears
his name. “Since then we
have been growing con-
stantly and today this coun-
try is a major destination for our production: 22
percent of our revenues come from here".
Why Poland? "As Machiavelli said, 50 percent is
Virtue, the other half is Fortune. But it was also
a personal challenge, because my father was
against such expansion. I still decided to follow
my instinct and facts proved me right: after
much negotiation, we closed a good agreement
with Teknika S.A, which is now our dealer in the
Polish market”.
So things are going well…“Bardzo dobrze (very
well, editor’s note)! Today we are number one in
optimizing machines, even before German com-
petitors”.
How has the Polish market evolved? “Everything
has changed in Poland in recent years. Starting
from logistics… there we almost no roads before!
Up to facilities and infrastructures. 
Factories have massively improved their tech-
nology levels: as local labor cost increased,
companies invested in technology and finished
products are now more sophisticated”.
Obviously, this trend also had a direct impact on
machinery manufacturers: "General interest for
automated and optimized cutting has increased
in Poland, both for the overall expansion of pro-
duction volumes in the country, and for the type

of wood used in production, which is often very
poor quality. Another factor, especially in the
past two-three years, has been the availability
of labor (even unskilled)”.
Poland is the world’s second producer of couches
and sofas, after China. But also the furniture
industry in general seems to work well, as well as
pallets which are recording positive results.
Will you be at Drema in Poznan next September?
“Yes, you will find us at the Teknika stand. We
have been exhibiting there since 2006 and we
will be back again this year with “Supercut
500”, our fastest machine for high production
volumes, and “Superpush 200”, our pusher op-
timizing crosscut saw with electronic selector
for increased flexibility and precision”.

www.salvadormachines.com

VISCAT FULGOR:
GROWING FOR 
25 YEARS
"We have been doing
business in Poland since
1992 through a distributor,
but in 2013 we opened
another service center”,
says Alessandro Catta-
neo, co-owner of the re-

nowned manufacturer of tool manufacturing and
maintenance machines Viscat Fulgor. “It’s a
good market for us, and especially in recent
times, we have recorded significant annual
growth rates. Talking about wood, the key drivers
are furniture and doors and windows”. 
In recent years, the Polish market has changed
radically, with significant year-on-year growth
rates. “The biggest challenge for a machinery
manufacturer working in Poland today is offering
high-tech machines while keeping reasonable
costs. The industrial landscape in Poland consists
of big companies but also smaller businesses
which cannot afford huge investments even if
they need high technology”.
So are Polish companies ready to invest? “Defi-
nitely, yes, I think they have the strongest
propensity to invest all over Europe. Poland is
full of small companies willing to invest and im-
prove and their technological culture is high”.
Should the Polish government be praised for
this? “Just partially. It’s mostly self-propelling
growth driven by the increasing turnover of
many companies year after year. Businesses
can switch from smaller equipment to bigger,
more advanced machinery, and they can plan
investments accurately”.
Like every year since 2008, Viscat Fulgor will
exhibit at Drema in Poznan in a dedicated stand.
“We have great expectations. Also this year we
will have an excellent opportunity to meet our
customers and find new prospects. In the past
four years we have seen a remarkable flow of
visitors also from neighbor countries like Belarus,
Ukraine and the Baltic States. We will bring the
latest products by Viscat Fulgor, including “Fw
600 P, “Bhfe DF”, “Kg 850 DF”, because we
have noticed that the market is highly receptive
in this respect”.

www.viscatfulgor.com

by Elisa Maranzana

Christian Salvador.

Alessandro Cattaneo.
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ACIMALL: GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Lorenzo Primultini –
born 1967, a mechanical
engineer with a master
in Business Administra-
tion from the University
of Chicago Booth School
of Business, president of
Primultini in Marano Vi-
centino (Vicenza) – was
re-elected President of
Acimall, the Confindustria
member association representing Italian wood-
working technology manufacturers, by unanimous
vote. 
The election was held during the general assembly
on Saturday, June 24. The assembly also assigned
a mandate to the new Vice Presidents nominated
by Primultini: Luigi De Vito and Raphael Prati.

Luigi De Vito – born October 1973, married with
three children, a degree in Economics and Trade,
Industrial Management – is the director of the
Wood Machinery Division at Scm Group, after
longstanding experience in Unilever and Biesse;
since September 2016 he has served as Vice
President at Eumabois, the European federation
of national associations of wood technology com-
panies.

Raphael Prati – Corporate Marketing & Comuni-
cations Director at Biesse Group – is an aerospace
engineer. Born 1970, he is a French-Italian national,
married with two children. 
His professional career includes jobs at Decathlon,
Augusta/Finmeccanica, Airbus and Scm Group;
his current scope of action is the definition and
deployment of strategic marketing and integrated
communication plans as competitive factors. “I
am very satisfied with the team we have created”,
President Primultini said. “Now Acimall is even
stronger and united, guided by a board that re-
flects an industry where big industrial groups
stand side-by-side with small and medium en-
terprises, typical expression of the industrial
landscape of this and other made-in-Italy seg-
ments. Such collaboration and confrontation
have always been in strumental in the success
of our companies”.

During the assembly – which also approved the
Acimall accounts – President Primultini thanked

the outgoing Vice President
Franco Paviotti, not only
for his great contribution
to the Board’s activity, but
also for several decades
of commitment and dedi-
cation to the association
and all its members.

www.acimall.com
From left: Raphael Prati, Lorenzo Primultini
and Luigi De Vito.

APPLICATIONS START COMING IN FOR 2018. 
WEINIG SECURES LARGER EXHIBITION AREA

ACIMALL

XYLEXPO

A really positive mood
is characterizing the
initial stage of activities
leading up to the next
Xylexpo, the biennial
international exhibition
of woodworking te-
chnology and furniture
industry supplies, to be held in the Fieramilano-
Rho fairgrounds from Tuesday 8 to Saturday
12 May 2018. 
Talks with exhibitors around the world are showing
a clear trend: the 50-year edition – the first
Xylexpo was held in 1968 – will see a further
consolidation of the event.
This is the evidence of early bookings, with
larger exhibition areas compared to the previous
edition. The first one was the German corporation
Weinig, which has already secured a much

larger booth than
in 2016.
“Our mission is to
build a new, sig-
nificant edition of
Xylexpo”, said ma-
nager Dario Cor-

betta. “We want to create a “big exhibition”
not only in terms of square meters, but also for
the quality of visitors we will attract, for the ef-
fectiveness of the exhibition layout, for the in-
teraction we will promote between supply and
demand. It is good to see that many of those
who are already finalizing their registration at
Xylexpo 2018 are going to expand the size
and scope of their participation”.

www.xylexpo.com

CASADEI BUSELLATO
From 15 to 17 June, Casadei Busellato hosted
their annual open house event. It was a showcase
of the latest innovations by the Vicenza-based
company, born in 2008 from the merger of two hi-
storical brands in the woodworking technology
landscape. We were hosted by Massimo Bobba,
business unit manager, who summed up the pur-
pose of the event, “…addressed to global cus-
tomers – especially from Africa, Eastern Europe,
Cis, Turkey, Europe and France – but also to
Italian companies who want to have a deeper
insight of our technology. With the open-house
formula, we can focus on the specific require-
ments of each customer and offer dedicated
“demos” presented by our staff...”. At “Techno
Highlights Thiene 2017” there was a desk where
customers could check and analyze their proposals
and issues in detail. In the large showroom and in
the factory areas set up for the event, Casadei
Busellato exhibited plenty of solutions, although
the biggest highlight was definitely the new nu-
merical control machining center for panels and
windows “Jet Master 35”, featuring a worktable,
vacuum cup and clamp positioning system based
on a floating aggregate supported by a power
spindle. More news included the new edgebanding
machine with controlled axes “Flexa 47XE”,
equipped with a hot-air gluing system “Air Jet
Package”; the popular rounding unit “A2 Super”,
installed on the “Flexa 207” and “Flexa 307” ed-
gebanders; and the machining center “Jet Optima
S 20” for windows. Over two hundred visitors
also had the opportunity to see the benefits of
brushless motors on the “Axo” panel saws, as
well as the new ledge compensation frame installed
on many classical machines or the optional
devices available on the “Xenia” squaring machi-
nes. After the welcome speech by Massimo
Bobba, the day opened with a greeting by Paolo
Marucci, chief financial officer, who illustrated
the Casadei Busellato’s positive trend and good
results. “It’s a positive period: since 2016 we
have been growing consistently... We have
reached a turning point, these are important

years, with many European markets – as well
as the United States, the Persian Gulf and the
Middle East – offering new opportunities…“.
“We are very happy with the results of our open
house”, Massimo Bobba added. “We came back
from Ligna with a very positive balance. Here in
Thiene, we met operators from countries that
do not normally travel to Hannover, and also
those who wanted to have a closer look at our
machines...“We showed our new solutions with
dedicated demos, creating the best context for
customers to experience the benefits of our
new machining centers or the adoption of con-
trolled axes in edgebanding, as well as hot-air
edge application. The “customer care” service
was really appreciated, with Mirco Bergantini
for Casadei and Pietro Graziani for Busellato
on stage. We introduced our service staff, so
that customers and prospects could see the
face of the people who are ready to support
them every day…”, Bobba added. So, the final
balance is largely positive, not only for the Thiene
days. This year, Casadei Busellato will close with
revenues around 18 million euro“,…a satis-
factory result, although there are regions that
are not keeping the promise for 2017, such as
Great Britain and Turkey”, Bobba said. “Encour-
aging signs are coming from Russia, Spain and
France, also thanks to a new organization
created in collaboration with MPI France, a re-
seller that manages our business exclusively
beyond the Alps. Satisfaction also extends to
the technology we can offer:..Through constant
technical innovation, we have reviewed and
updated many solutions, and next year we will
also revamp the Busellato range of machining
centers, previewing new models at the next
Xylexpo in Milan!.” (l.r.)

www.casadeibusellato.com

The new “Annual Report” is available: the tra-
ditional statistic document edited every year
by Acimall’s Studies Office presents the figures
for the previous twelve months. Published on
the website of the Italian association of wood
technology manufacturers (www.acimall.com),
the Annual Report provides industry operators
with a comprehensive and in-depth vision of
the wood technology business, offering an agile
and detailed reference to analyze and under-
stand the industry status. The document illu-
strates the association’s lobbying activity on a
national and international level and lists the
162 member companies of the Confindustria
association. 
A set of data and information about Italian and
global economy opens the statistic part of the
report which, after outlining the trend of the
mechanical engineering industry, analyzes the
key indicators of Italian wood technology in
2016 (production, export, import, apparent con-
sumption etc.).

ACIMALL: THE ANNUAL REPORT 2016
IS AVAILABLE ONLINE

Massimo Bobba.
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INTERZUM’S 
SUCCESS

www.scmwood.com

SCM. A HERITAGE OF SKILLS 
IN A UNIQUE BRAND

THE ROOTS 
OF WOOD TECHNOLOGY 
ARE IN OUR DNA

VISIT US @ AWFS

July 19-22, 2017
Las Vegas, Nevada

Booth #8200, 8600

Over 65 years of success gives SCM the centre stage in woodworking 
technology. This heritage results from bringing together the best know-how 
in machining and systems for wood-based manufacturing. SCM is present 
all over the world, brought to you by the widest distribution network in the 
industry. In SCM’s DNA also strength and solidity of a great Group. The 
SCM Group is a world leader, manufacturing industrial equipment and 
components for machining the widest range of materials.
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EXHIBITIONS

We could cut it short in few lines, writing that Interzum
has no equals. But that wouldn’t be respectful for the
never-ending success of the biennial exhibition of
supplies, materials, components and hardware for
the furniture industry, which deserves some “cele-
brations”…

…so, once again with some fixed and commonplace
expressions, here is our report, knowing that you will
hardly be surprised by what we are going to tell you.
We will jump the part where we say that, since the
“big” German brands decided to stand together
around “their own” exhibition that was clearly in crisis
many years ago, the situation has turned upside
down and today Interzum is sailing with a strong in-
ternational wind in the sails. There is no doubt: anyone
involved in the industries represented at this wonderful
exhibition was here.

There were as many as 1,732 exhibitors, 79 percent
of them from sixty countries, which guaranteed the
success of this edition (consider that in 2015 there
were “only” 1,537, so we had 195 booths more to
visit!). To be accurate, we can add that German exhi-
bitors were 368 (372 in 2015), while international
companies reached up to 1,364 from 1,165 in 2015,
as evidence of an increasing appeal abroad, although
this is a well-known and established event, so this in-
crease was quite surprising, to be honest…
There were 69 thousand visitors, 19 percent more
than in 2015, with a 74 percent share from 152 coun-
tries, almost the entire United Nations… In 2015, for
our “accurate readers”, there had been 58 thousand
visitors, 71 percent from 143 nations.
Europe is still the main region of origin, with significant
growth rates from the Netherlands (plus 26 percent),
Spain (plus 25 percent) and Eastern Europe (plus 46
percent). Positive trend also for visitors from Poland
and the United Kingdom, but a real boom was
recorded from Asia, with visits up by 53 percent
compared to 2015, from the Middle East (plus 25
percent), from Africa (plus 17 percent), from Oceania
(31 percent), from North America (26 percent) and
from India (41 percent).
The exhibition surface increase by 15 percent, as an-
nounced in our pre-show articles: 187 thousand
square meters, versus 163 thousand in the previous
edition.

Before such figures and positive trends also in terms
of percentages, there is nothing to add. So, all we
have to do is give to Caesar what is Caesar’s, just like
Katharina Hamma, Koelnmesse Ceo, did: “This
year we offered a unique event to our industry,
setting new records in terms of exhibitors, visitors
and square meters, and most of all for the variety
and quality of exhibited products”.

We fully acknowledge this analysis. We must admit
that we have been attending the event on the Rhine
for many years, but this year more than ever, we had
the feeling that everything was exactly as we had ex-
pected. (l.r.)

www.interzum.com

VAUTH SAGEL
A “MAXXIMUM” OF INNOVATIVENESS

JOWAT
“SERVICE UNITES”!

Vauth-Sagel has completely reinvented
itself and launched its new logo, image
and brand strategy at the interzum 2017:
"Vauth-Sagel creates system solutions
for all living spaces. And for everyone."
The new corner unit system “Cornerstone
Maxx” is one of the company's product
highlights. The innovative system brings
the contents of two tray-like shelves com-
pletely in front of the unit. The often badly
or even completely unused space in the
corner unit is therefore made usable in a
comfortable way. “Cornerstone Maxx”
does not obstruct the adjacent units as it
swings out as the shelves come to rest
fully in front of their own unit. The soft
open and soft close interior fittings feature
an automatic mechanism that supports
the movement sequence when they are
pulled out and pushed in. Thanks to its
graceful design, the fixing system is
almost invisible yet achieves a load bea-

ring capacity of up to 25 kilograms per shelf.
The shelves themselves are of a modern linear
design and, in contrast to the competitor pro-
ducts on the market, they make do without un-
necessary and annoying indentations; the sto-
rage space is therefore utilised to the “Maxx”
as they can be used to their full extent. The sy-
stem consists of only three parts and makes
do with just one mounting point – a single
fixing pole ensures a “MAXXimum” of stability
and makes the height easy to adjust even after
it has been fitted. Vauth-Sagel also achieves
all of this with less screws and less drilling –
which not only saves time but also valuable
storage space. 

www.vauth-sagel.com

This year’s trade fair motto of Jowat highlights
the benefits from a complete service for innovative
solutions for adhesive processors. Close customer
support, technical advisory service and quality
control, as well as the transfer of know-how. Jowat
presented at interzum powerful Pur hot melts
from the “Jowatherm-Reaktant®” product group
for superior bonding results. The reactive hot
melts are characterised by higher yield compared
to other systems and better adhesion on the dif-
ferent substrates used in the assembly of foam
mattresses with an increasing number of layers.
Innovative primers developed by Jowat ensure
an optimum adhesion of adhesives on materials
which are difficult to bond and require a surface
treatment. The Pur hot melt “Jowatherm Reaktant®
608.00” meets the highest standards with regard
to a superior appearance of the bondline due to
substantially reduced application amounts and
the transparent adhesive film. In addition, the
adhesive is also characterised by a wide range
of adhesion, excellent thermal stability and high
green strength. 

www.jowat.services
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TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS
SATISFIED WITH LIGNA

EXHIBITIONS TECHNOLOGY

Five days packed with meeting, dates, presen-
tations, in-depth analysis, and most of all, visits
to many stand to see thousands of machines on
display. The Ligna 2017 diaries might end with
this statement: an event that has made everyone
satisfied, with the “big brands” located in their
own “buffer zones”, each surrounded by their
“court”. But also the non-starring actors, the tier-
two companies (not because of their quality)
that make up the backbone of the wood and fur-
niture technology industry had their own space,
their own visibility. The decision to change the
exhibition layout, eliminating the classical division
between “industry” and “handicraft” (actually
outdated…) had a good rationale, although we
don’t believe these are the real factors for the
success of an exhibition. It’s rather about contents,
quantity and quality of exhibitors and visitors
that matter, and nothing was missing in Hannover.
In this industry, it is not so easy to invent, we
know that, but manufacturers have a strong
focus on the levels of performance and “integra-
tion” of their machines. The standardization of
production operations, whether you like it or not,
is spreading out massively; you might as well
get the most benefits, select machines that can
interact and execute all necessary operations
without the contribution of human beings. This is
the meaning of the big 4.0 debate: it’s not about
technologies talking to each other but technologies
that don’t talk with anybody else: once they have
received operating instructions and once they
know where materials should be picked, they’ll
do the job! Having said this, the exhibition has
been clearly successful, reaffirming its role of
major event for this huge and diversified universe:

1,500 exhibitors, 900 of them from abroad, filled
up 129 thousand square meters of net exhibition
area, with booths of much higher quality compared
to the past. As usual, plenty of visitors, there
were 93 thousand, 42 thousand coming to Ger-
many from over 100 countries. According to the
figures given by organizers, visitor flows have in-
creased from all regions, especially Asia, North
America and Europe. Among the top-ten countries
of origin, France came first, followed by Austria,
the USA, Sweden, Belgium, Spain, China and
Poland. Italy was “just” at number nine (think
about it, people) and Russia at number ten.
Let’s close with a statement by Luigi De Vito –
Acimall and Eumabois Vice President, and director
of the Wood Machinery Division at Scm Group –
who attended the closing press conference of
Ligna 2017. “We are very satisfied with this edition
and we signed many contracts in these days”,
he commented. “We achieved our targets in a
very positive atmosphere: in the first three months,
we have recorded a 20 percent increase in
orders, and we expect this trend to grow further
after the exhibition”. De Vito said this will be an
edition “to remember”, as it confirms the strong
rally of the industry. And he added: “We have
started a virtuous circle driven by innovation ca-
pacity on one side and by strong attention to
customer and market needs on the other”, and
concluded: “…Ligna has reaffirmed the high
standards achieved by the woodworking industry
and its technologies, which are now at the same
level as any other industry: wood is no longer the
poorer cousin”. Quite clear, we would say… 

(l.r.)
www.ligna.de

Matteo Simonetta, technical office manager
at Acimall − the Confindustria member asso-
ciation that represents Italian wood technology
manufacturers − walked through the halls of
Ligna in Hannover looking for new solutions
presented by wood technology companies.
This is the report of his exploration…

Our industry is mature, therefore innovation is
incremental, consisting of small constant im-
provements, and momentous change does not
happen every year. Nevertheless, I found a few
little interesting things and I present them here.
Actually, they are not so little, as they support
the work of users on one hand, and they are
based on ideas, developments, tests and com-
mitment typical of Italian manufacturers. “Industry
4.0” has exploded. The topic has been around
for some time, sure, but this year it took much
more space, probably also as a result of the
fiscal incentives offered by many European
governments. Especially in the largest booths,
that concept was in the forefront; each group
declined it in a different way, and maybe named
it with a registered trademark: for Homag it’s
“tapio”, for Scm “Lean Cell 4.0”, for Weinig-
Holz-Her “W 4.0 digital”, for Biesse just “Industria
4.0”. Also small and medium businesses are
ready to deliver 4.0 plants and “4.0 ready” ma-
chines, though investing less in marketing. The
second major trend, already established and
consolidating year after year, is the smart man-
agement of lines and individual machines for
“Batch 1” production, and total flexibility from
batch 1 to high volume.
Primultini presented a very simple ready-to-
use program for log optimization: on a back-
ground picture of the log head, the log saw
control monitor displays rectangles representing
the cross sections of the boards that will be ob-
tained. The software, compared to the previous
releases, not only suggests a cutting program
that can be accepted or rejected, but also
allows the operator to adjust and improve the
cutting scheme, based on the log defects visible
in the picture: with few intuitive click-and-drag
operations, you can move and rearrange boards
inside the log, as well as adjust their thickness
and width. Italpresse introduced a robot that
independently makes up parquet stacks to be
pressed to glue three or more layers for each
board. The press automatically adjusts the pres-
sure of each cylinder, according to the information
acquired by photocells at the infeed, so as to
laminate cut-to-size panels loaded at random,
without having to make up a uniform surface or
wait for more pieces.. Company Paul exhibited
an automatic Hsk locking system for the blade
shaft with faster changing cycle, significantly
reducing setup time. Leitz, in collaboration with
Homag, has developed a grooving blade with
dynamic regulation and real-time width adjust-
ment without stopping production: the system
consists of two blades paired by means of a
system that can adjust their relative distance.
Leitz also launched the new “ProfilCut Q Dia-
mond”, featuring simplified knife change, cutting
edges that can be re-sharpened up to five
times, 20x longer tool life compared to inter-
changeable carbide knives, lower weight thanks
to the aluminum body, and cutting speed up to
120 m/s. Leuco showed the new tool concept
“Airface”, designed with a focus on the owl-
wing-shaped technical surface, without cutting
edge support (nose) on the body, which reduces
noise by up to 2 decibels. Big brands always
present plenty of new solutions, but many of
these are just new models or enhancements to
portions of process, and it’s not worth reporting
all of them. Homag impressed me with “Module
45”, a patented tilted blade unit (with variable
angle) mounted on the left side of the horizontal
panel saw (an area that is not used normally) to
execute edge cutting at 0° to 46° angle, with
high accuracy and greater safety and ergonom-

ics than a squaring machine. It avoids damaging
the workpiece while it’s being transferred to a
squaring machine for inclined cutting. At Ima-
Schelling, they showed me the first result of
the merger in terms of technology: “Profil.cut1”
combines the horizontal panel saw by Schelling
with an inline Ima routing machine downstream,
whereby the former cuts raw panels into stripes
and the latter immediately executes cross cuts
with routing bits, achieving cycle time optimization
levels ideal for small batches.
Weinig, among several new products, exhibited
the “PPL B” press that can glue solid wood
boards to make up a bar up to 160 mm height
(instead of 60 mm currently achievable), useful
for window production. The solution features
automatic pressure adjustment, up to very high
values to guarantee the best gluing quality.
Weinig also presented “Variostroke”, a new
blade lifting technology that minimizes noise
and improves cutting quality. Another historical
brand of the group, Holz-her, exhibited the
three-axis nesting center “NexTec 7707”, fea-
turing innovative software installed on the ma-
chining center that, starting from the furniture
element 3D model, automatically creates the
nesting and cutting program. Scm has patented
“He-Pod, “the third dimension of the worktable”:
a system of “pop-up” vacuum cups that lift the
piece as soon as it has been cut according to
the nesting scheme, allowing to complete all
operations, even below and around the edge,
including edgebanding, without removing the
surrounding parts. Altendorf introduced “Magis”,
an application that can be installed on a tablet
connected to the squaring machine control to
guide the operator visually, performing the
cutting sequence step-by-step and showing
the next operation to be executed and the next
piece to be processed. Kuper presented “FLI
1000”, a splicing machine for veneer from 0.25
to 5.0 mm thickness, featuring horizontal-mount
glue disk, accurate glue dispensing with no
smear, maintenance-free and lubricated for life.
I asked Nicola Fantozzi of Makor for more
details about a device I found interesting, also
because it’s a patent: the paint recycling and
belt cleaning system of the “Performer” spraying
machine feature hard metal (Widia) scrapers,
really indestructible unlike conventional rubber
scrapers, mounted on shock absorbers to avoid
damaging the belt. This systems saves a lot of
material, whether it’s water or solvent, consuming
20 liters per working shift instead of 50-60 with
conventional systems. Valter Lanzoni at Cefla
showed me the new vertical oven “Omnidry”, a
patented system that can automatically adjust
the loading height between the trays according
to the pieces coming in from the spraying robot,
based on real-time information provided by the
robot itself.. A good example of an “intelligent”
machine that supports another machine installed
downstream along the same line. Giampiero
Mauri has recently defined a new organization
for Giardina Group and, at Ligna, presented a
line with a paint drying system that combines
microwave “Mos” (patented) with Uv technology.
Buerkle exhibited two new solutions: a rotary
spraying machine where paint is fed into the
rotor at 3-4 bar pressure, then the compressor
integrated into the rotor increases pressure up
to 60-80 bar. This dramatically reduces repair
costs… and the spraying machine is equipped
with air conditioning. Superfici-Elmag presented
“Led-up”, a led system for cold lacquer drying
with different Uv wavelengths, offering energy
saving and preventing yellowing. Tonelli exhibited
a through-feed polishing machine for narrow
surfaces (edges), offering width adjustment and
the possibility to create filleted profiles.
The next world apointment with industry inno-
vations will be at Xylexpo, to be held at Fierami-
lano-Rho from 8 to 12 May 2018.

by Matteo Simonetta 
Acimall technical office manager

SEARCHING FOR INNOVATIONS AT LIGNA
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SCENARIOS

INNOVATION IS AT HOME IN CEFLA
Excellent results for Cefla,
which closed the 2016 ba-
lance sheet with a new re-
cord in the long story of the
“cooperative group”. Tur-
nover amounted to 468 mil-
lion with 5.5 percent increa-
se, as mentioned in the
contents, plus over 200 new
employees in the past three
years (today, the staff of the Finishing, Medical
Equipment, Shopfitting and Plant Solutions exceeds
1,900), with net profits close to 17.5 million euro,
up by 9.4 percent from the previous year. So, the
2015 record has been exceeded and the growth
trend of the past five years maintained, with
export consistently around 70 percent of produc-
tion. “We are proud to present a record balance
sheet in the 85th anniversary of our foundation,
being aware that, starting from tomorrow, we will
have to meet the tough challenge of keeping
and improving the current performance”, said
Cefla president Gianmaria Balducci. “Cefla is a
company with an important history behind and a
dynamic and future-oriented approach ahead,
driven by strong commitment to innovation and a
virtuous attitude to share know-how and research
across all business units”. Cefla’s growth has
been driven by Cefla Medical Equipment, and
also the new business unit in the led industry
achieved significant results. On the whole, the
global business of industrial activities accounts
for 70 percent of Cefla Group’s revenues, as evi-
dence of the international scope of the Imola-
based cooperative.
These results were the topic of one of several
stories told by Cefla Finishing at the recent Ligna,
where the huge 1,400-square-meter stand was
crowded with machines and technology, as well
as with visitors, as usual. “This Ligna edition –
said Alberto Maestri, managing director of Cefla
Finishing – has gone beyond expectations, even
better than the previous one. The growth trend is
consistent with the positive market climate, with
serious and competent customers. The exhibition
has generated significant contacts also with Asian
markets, ready to invest to improve their production
operations through innovation”.
Great interest was aroused by “J-Print 3D”, a
brand new “invention” of the group engineers
that allows to decorate panels with 3D effects
synchronized with digital printing. It was the world
premiere of a process called “My texture”, resulting
from the combination of two digital machines: a
digital printer “designs” the surface and then a
clear layer is applied, glossy or matte, onto which

another printer applies
a special corrosive ink
that partially removes
the upper layer, gene-
rating an amazing 3D
effect. The system, com-
prised of two printers
by Jet-Set, a company
recently acquired by the
group, can handle very

different products, from cabinet doors to flooring,
according to the features of the selected paints.
Many visitors focused their attention onto the
new range of “Omnidry” ovens, offering high
productivity and great flexibility and the capacity
to handle flat and curved panels of different
thickness, thanks to the possibility to automati-
cally adjust the distance between trays. 
Another highlight was the articulated robot
“iGiottoApp X2”, launched and awarded at
the latest Xylexpo, equipped with two “arms”
that can work in synch or independently, con-
trolled by specific anti-collision software. But
the application that drew most attention was
definitely the virtual reality experience offered
to all visitors. Wearing a pair of goggles, eve-
ryone could be projected into a real factory, in-
teracting with all the equipment and devices
around. “This is a very advanced and powerful
approach to share a plant project with a cus-
tomer and simulate each and every detail, to
such an extent that you can virtually “use” the
plant as if it was real”. This is the mission ac-
cording to Roberto Bolognini, sales manager
at Cefla Finishing, who guided us on a tour of
the stand. “The progress of this technology,
integrated with our experience and skills,
enable us to literally “experience” a plant, no
matter how complex. Full integration with all
our systems, line supervisory software and
single machines allow the wearers of these
special glasses to activate, control and test
each phase of the finishing cycle, monitoring
all parameters and detecting possible errors
or bottlenecks that might affect the efficiency
of the entire line”.
With the same system you can clearly show to
the user, to the machine operator, what he has
to do and how to restore maximum operating
efficiency. And if you make a mistake or you
don’t stick to instructions, you get a little “shock”
to warn you that you are on the wrong track…
So, the best expertise of the most efficient and
specialized engineer readily available all over
the world. (l.r.)

www.ceflafinishing.com

FINISHING

BIESSE IS ENTIRELY “4.0”!
Recent decisions and the Hannover experience
prove that Biesse has adopted “Industry 4.0” as
the most important tool for the current successful
season.
“The 2017 edition of the Ligna trade show in
Hanover was a special time for Biesse. The
great number of visitors from all over the world
who came to the over 5,000 square meter stand
and the positive feedback received from cus-
tomers, partners and the press were a significant
and gratifying response. They are the fruit of
the company's investments toward providing
increasingly efficient services, offering innovative
products and strengthening its presence in
markets throughout the world.”. 
This is the opening of the press release distributed
by Biesse a few days after the Hannover expe-
rience. To be honest, there were few doubts, be-
cause the Ligna days clearly showed that the
group from Pesaro is going through a very positive

period: one of the largest booths at the event,
plenty of machines for those who were looking
even for special solutions, the right accent on te-
chnology 4.0, over 300 specialists ready to inform
customers and prospects about solutions pre-
sented from Pesaro to the world.
“We were particularly proud of the innovations
Biesse presented at this edition”, stated Federico
Broccoli, Division Director Wood/Sales & Branch
Division Director, who repeated a concept he
had already expressed in Hannover: “The layout
of our stand was entirely based on the 4.0 con-
cept, with interconnected technologies that
offer customers the significant benefit of reducing
production times and creating efficiency. We
like to refer to these solutions as IoB-Internet
of Biesse”. According to the group’s press
office, over the 5-day trade show 4,500 visitors
from all around the world visited the Biesse
stand. The event was really business-focused,

generating 45 million euros worth of incoming
orders, a significant share of Biesse’s 620 million
annual revenues. More than 40 solutions were
exhibited and operating, selected to illustrate
Biesse’s capacity to meet all requirements from
small and medium businesses to retail giants.
Machines for wood, but also for composites, pla-
stics and metals. Service has developed in
depth and in multiple directions. This concept is
winning over and arousing the curiosity of many
more operators and engineers than we expected,
and we found clear evidence at Ligna, with
massive visitor flows in the area where Biesse
presented the digital project “MKC-Machine Kno-
wledge Center” and the “Parts” portal, offering
customers the opportunity to get more value from
machinery via a direct connection to the vendor
company and its professional skills and resources. 
Much attention – and it could not be otherwise
following the recent acquisition of Uniteam –
was paid to the debut of wood construction te-
chnology at Ligna, and in general to the entire
“Housing”, turnkey machines and lines for the
production of doors and windows.
We appreciated the decision to create and launch
“Biesse Collection”, a line of branded clothing
and merchandising that surprised many (including
us), but after initial perplexity has turned out to
be an initiative that deserves proper attention.
What we liked most is that the launch at Ligna
was associated to a charity initiative, supporting

Fondazione Francesca Rava NPH Italia for the
reconstruction of a school in Cascia; then, of
course, it’s a matter of “brand awareness”…

“Biesse is the company with the biggest capital
stock in the industry – Broccoli said – an achieve-
ment that resulted from the hard work of our
sales, marketing and production departments.
At this Ligna we are presenting many innovative
products, reaffirming our focus on Industry 4.0,
as witnessed by the recent acquisition of our
supplier Avant, specializing in machinery inte-
gration and supervisory systems, now a pillar
of our production process design and control
expertise”.

SOME ECONOMIC FIGURES
So, full wind in the sails of the group that came to
Ligna with a remarkable result in the January-
March 2017 quarter: 37.3 percent increase in
consolidated turnover, over 14 percent rise in
orders received and as much as 199.4 percent
increase in net income (9.4 million euro). 
Wood is still predominant (71 percent of Biesse’s
business), with glass/stone up to 15.5 percent
and mechatronics at 15.9. The company’s com-
mitment and response to the market of advanced
materials is growing, “…in line with our three-
year plan”, they say in Pesaro. So, it’s worth
taking a look at the regions where Biesse operates,
starting from the fact that the domestic market
accounts for 14.2 percent of Biesse turnover.
Well, the world expanded by 37.3 percent: ex-
cellent trend in Europe, Italy included, where the
group generated 44.7 percent of turnover (42.9
in the same period in 2016) and achieved 43
percent growth. 
Plus 35.5 percent was the result in Eastern Europe
(13.1 percent of Biesse turnover); plus 32.2 in
North America (19.4 percent share) and 40.5
percent in Asia Pacific (20.1 percent share). (l.r.)

www.biesse.com
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BARBERAN: “INERT COAT SYSTEM”
The “Inert Coat” system
from Barberàn, presen-
ted at Ligna 2017, was
particularly noticeable
due to the high-quality
results which is able to
achieve. This system
aroused great interest
among the visitors at the
booth in Hanover.
The “Inert Coat” system
is a high-performance process for finishing panels
applying a layer of UV varnish which is immediately
smoothed and dried. This method also includes
an unwound transparent film which is placed on
the surface after topcoat application, so that this
layer can be smoothed and dried afterwards.
The result: a surface of exceptional properties,
which really convinces optically as well as me-
chanically. An ideal solution for finishing surfaces
in those cases where highest quality is required.
Among the innovations that Barberàn presented
in Hanover within the High Gloss systems was
also, in a prominent position, the new “Compact
Line HG”, a laminating machine for finished panels
(varnished or printed) that enhances the impression
or the varnish by applying a transparent foil,
which gives the final product greater abrasion

and scratches resi-
stance. This new hot
melt glue laminating
machine also apply
directly high gloss foil.
In profile wrapping
area, undoubtedly, the
most popular system
of this Ligna edition
was the automatic
wrapping and postfor-

ming machinery for edges such as the “J-shaped”
integrated handle, rounded or angled edges of
30º or 45º. Even working with high grammage roll
material or High Gloss foil.
And coinciding with the 10th Anniversary of the
presentation in Ligna of the first Barberàn single
pass digital printer, the company showed a com-
plete line of printing and finishing for wood with a
print width of 1,260 mm, with full digital application
with ten printing groups.
The “Jetmaster” line aroused great interest and
highlighted the innovation capacity of the Spanish
manufacturer that already has more than 30 lines
of printing single pass installed around the world.

www.barberan.com  
www.jetmasterseries.com 

FINITURE: NEW SYSTEM 
FOR HORIZONTAL SPRAYING

NEW WINTERSTEIGER THIN-CUTTING BAND SAW

Finiture presented a new product for its painting
system at the 22th edition of Ligna in Hannover., ,
as well. In order to further expand its system
made by bi-rail, overhead conveyor with Power &
Technology and anthropomorphic “Ras” robot,
Finiture added an automated support for horizontal
spraying. This new element was developed in
order to optimize the spraying phase time: the
robot can paint the pieces horizontally laid on the
automated support while the pieces vertically
hanging from the bar are transferred in/out of the
spray booth. 

This is possible thanks to the “Winpaint” software
of Finiture, which enables the robot to spray both
vertically hanging and horizontally laying pieces.

www.finiture.it

Wintersteiger AG presents the new "Dsb Sin-
glehead NG XM" thin-cutting band saw. With
this new product, the thin-cutting specialist from
Upper Austria has set its sights on flexibility and
efficiency – this band saw can be extended to
up to 6 machines connected in-line. 
Flexibility and efficiency are the two main selling
points of the new “Dsb Singlehead NG XM”
thin-cutting band saw. The machine was deve-
loped with changing customer requirements for
timber cutting in mind, irrespective of timbers
and applications. The result? The machine
excels at both wet and dry cutting, with a cutting
width of up to 350 mm and a maximum block
height of 165 mm. It enables extremely thin la-
mellas from 1.3 mm to be produced with a kerf
starting at 1.1 mm. 
The robust design and Wintersteiger's years of
experience in thin-cutting guarantee maximum
machine availability while making this new ma-
chine extremely efficient.
This thin-cutting band saw incorporates a number
of technical refinements designed to optimize

timber cutting, such as the feed system for
robust block guidance: driven feed rollers top
and bottom guarantee continuous block feeding,
even when faced with irregular workpiece cha-
racteristics. 
The specially rubberized feed rollers and the
innovative down pressure system guarantee
optimum grip as well as minimum friction for
wet or dry material.
The high-tech saw control is another plus
point. Thanks to the smooth saw blade entry
system, the saw makes contact with the wood
block at a reduced speed and only accelerates
once it has fully entered the block. This reduces
deflection, which protects the saw and improves
the quality of the lamella. The machine also fea-
tures a sensor-controlled saw blade monitoring
system. Sensors monitor the saw blade and
stop the saw if it starts to drift. 
This protects the saw blade and machine, while
reducing tool costs and waste.

www.wintersteiger.com

HOMAG: ANOTHER
YEAR TO REMEMBER
As usual, Ligna was an opportunity for Homag
Group to present new solutions in a huge stand.
We had further evidence that Homag is a reference
for the entire industry. While the gap with compe-
titors has narrowed, it is also true that what we
have seen and heard during the Hannover days
indicates that the Schopfloch-based group is de-
termined to preserve its leadership. This was
clear from the figures presented during the press
conference in the early exhibition days, when
Pekka Paasivaara, Homag ceo, gave an im-
pressive list of data, starting from the first quarter
of this year, closing with incoming orders at 401
million euro, 31 percent more than 306 million in
Q1 2016. “It’s an all-time record”, said Paasivaara,
with an order book at 520 million (373 in January-
March 2015). Strong expansion also for sales
(296 million from 260, plus 14 percent) and em-
ployees, from 5,946 to 6,083. “These figures –
Paasivaara said – support our optimism for
2017, together with a number of innovative so-
lutions we have developed and launched at
Ligna, including “tapio”, our digital platform for
the wood and furniture industry that represents
a development of Industry 4.0 concepts, a
“second stage” that clearly indicates our deter-
mination to be leaders in the digital future…”.
So, an excellent first quarter, following just as po-
sitive results in 2016, when revenues reached
1,165 million euro, up by 10 percent from 1,058
in 2015. Then Paasivaara showed a slide with the
main destination markets: last year, 32 percent of
orders came from Central and Southern Europe
(31 percent in 2015), 23 percent from Eastern
and Northern Europe (25 percent in 2015), 23
percent from North America (22 percent in 2015),
21 percent from Asia-Pacific and the Middle East
(one percent below 2015). “The key to our
success – added the managing director of Homag
Group – is our role of one-stop supplier offering

advanced experiences in all industry segments.
We have complemented our mission by ex-
panding our collaboration network with Dau in
software, Serva in logistics and infrastructures,
Leadermac in solid wood processing, Duerr,
Barberan and Makor in surface finishing”. The
focus of the press conference and the Ligna
booth was “tapio”, Homag’s digital platform for
the woodworking industry, presented as a sort of
“ultimate solution”, a collection of software and
digital tools to manage the process across the
entire supply chain, interacting with thousands
of different machines from different vendors, pro-
cessing different materials with different tools. Vi-
sitors interested in “tapio” were really amazed by
the possibility to monitor the operation of a
machine or line via their smartphone, from any
location around the world. So, Ligna worked well
also for the German giant: according to the group
management, expectations have been largely
exceeded, with contacts and business deals
above any previous edition. In the large five-
thousand-square-meter booth, more than fifty
“Industry 4.0 ready” machines or solutions were
presented, representing the latest technological
developments in the respective application fields,
from software to manage orders in points of sale
and send bills of materials to production, up to
packaging lines for finished furniture, ready to
be shipped back to the store where the process
began. All over Ligna, and at the Homag booth,
there was strong attention for software, as that’s
the real challenge for future production. 
Over 5,500 visitors were admitted into the “Inno-
vationCenter”, where they could get a preview of
the most advanced projects being developed by
the German group. (l.r.)

www.homag.com

TECHNOLOGY

“W4.0”, WEINIG’S MOTTO

We know, you are tired of reading about Industry
4.0. It looks as if there is nothing else to say or
pursue in this period. Of course, we know that’s
true, and we had further evidence from Weinig,
which has been tuning on this topic for some
time. Since the HolzHer acquisition several years
ago, meeting Weinig Group has been a more
and more involving experience, not only for the
expansion of the product portfolio, but for the
clear feeling that, having opened up the doors to
panel processing operations, the solid wood spe-
cialist has completed and expanded its skills,
approach and business models. This was apparent
also at Ligna, where both worlds reached the top
of their expression from every point of view, from
technology to booth size, from overall image to
specific innovations. So, it’s not mere chance
that the final balance is enthusiastic: during the
exhibition days, orders were closed for over 47
million euro in the four-thousand-square-meter
booth where – under the motto “Think Weinig” –
Weinig’s solid wood portfolio and HolzHer’s
multiple panel solutions were presented side-by-
side for the first time. As mentioned, the spotlights
were mainly cast onto “W4.0”, the name adopted
by the group for the platform of tools that provide
the “networking” of their technologies; Weinig
has been working for a long time on these skills,
but they were presented for the first time under

this “heading”. It’s a strong, successful and current
topic, which clearly had an impact on the exhibition
results, which closed with record visitor attendance
from 90 countries, including 8 percent new “high-
level” visitors, that’s how they called them. “The
focus is clear: production organized to make the
best of resources, meaning raw materials and
energy, but most and foremost lead time, process
efficiency and methods, combined with predictive
maintenance…”, said Gregor Baumbusch, sales
and marketing manager. “Our approach to “In-
dustry 4.0” has always been focused on finding
an answer to these two key concepts, which are
essential for the entire wood supply chain, without
overlooking an easy access to our services
through the new Weinig Service App, which is a
real “control panel” to manage our machines
from anywhere around the globe”. Ligna has
also offered the opportunity to inform the wood-
working community about the positive results
achieved by Weinig Group in 2016, with 16 per-
cent order increase over the previous year and a
trend that has continued in the first part of this
year. At the end of April, orders were recording
another plus 17 percent, combined with a 21
percent increase in total revenues, compared to
the first four months of 2016. Excellent balance
and excellent outlook, allowing the board to allot
no less than 30 million euro investments to sustain
the growth trend.  A tribute to the group’s original
business was clearly visible in the big Ligna
stand, where the entire “Powermat” range was
displayed at the best of its capabilities, featuring
the most advanced and performing models, the
“3wD” versions to create textured surface in one
pass, and entry-level solutions in specific versions
for window manufacturers. (l.r.) www.weinig.com
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GREAT SUCCESS FOR SCM GROUP SCM AT AWFS IN LAS VEGAS..  “LEAN ROBOT CELL 4.0” WINS 
THE “VISIONARY NEW PRODUCT AWARD”

Extraordinary achievement for Scm and the
Italian industry at Awfs Fair, the North American
exhibition dedicated to woodworking machinery
manufacturers on the US West Coast, recently
closed in Las Vegas, Nevada. “Lean Robot
Cell 4.0” conquered the “Visionary New Product
Award” in the Industry 4.0 category, a new
entry in the US competition. With its Lean Robot
Cell 4.0, Scm thrilled Las Vegas with a completely
automated wardrobe component production
system, served by two anthropomorphic robots, which means that only one, not necessarily
expert, operator is required to operate it. The “Lean Robot Cell 4.0” consists of a “Morbidelli
M600” nesting workcenter, a Stefani edge bander and a drilling center. The cell uses standard,
high performance, easy-to-use machines, operates automatically when the job is launched
and has been specifically designed to integrate with the customer's production management
system. The result is a system that can perform all the various machining stages, from semi-
machined panels to machined panels. At the end of the process, the individual finished panels
are also grouped by robots on special carriages, ready to be assembled in the Cpc clamp.  
The cell can produce up to 500 wardrobe panels every shift. The “Visionary New Product
Award” confirms yet again the technological excellence of Scm production and the capacity of
its Engineering division to design and create truly innovative systems. The fair awarded nine
different prizes for which 33 products were shortlisted as finalists from a total of 27 companies.
In the vast area of the group’s Awfs booth (1,200 square meters equivalent to 12,600 square
feet), Scm presented the excellence of its woodworking technology that can satisfy the needs
of any manufacturer, from heavy duty industry to small craft workshops. There were numerous
new products, including the new “Mordibelli M 100” and “M 200” machining centers that have
been immensely successful worldwide since their release at the beginning of the year. At the
fair there was also a special focus on the complementary services and products that allow
Scm customers to improve their return on investment. In Las Vegas “Smartech” and “Scm-
Connect” were also unveiled, two innovative software programs that seek to render the
group’s IT production technology even more user-friendly. Given the importance of Industry
4.0, Scm experts also attended the seminars on digital innovation in the woodworking industry.
Besides great satisfaction for the important award, Scm closed the Las Vegas exhibition with
largely positive results in terms of contacts, deals and orders. Also in the North American
market, the woodworking industry is going through a positive period and Awfs has brought
strong expansion signals.

Scm Group is living a “second youth”: constant
drive to innovation, significant economic results,
more and more effective technology integration
– according to “4.0” principles – using proprietary
software with increasing performance… Much of
this, or maybe all of this, was visible at the huge
stand that Scm Group set up at Ligna 2017.
And these concepts seem to have been appre-
ciated, as thousands of customers and operators
visited the booth in Hannover.
About sixty machines were exhibited, a significant
lineup, which we had already presented in the
previous Xylon International issues. Plenty of so-
lutions, innovation, “Industry 4.0”, exhaustively
demonstrated in the “Lean Cell 4.0”, which was
definitely one of the highlights in Hannover, a
high-automation line for industrial production, a
sort of automated factory located inside an exhi-
bition hall. Let’s start from the end, if you allow,
as Luigi De Vito – see the article published on
page 8 – attended the final press conference of
the exhibition, discussing a few topics that will
help us with our report, as they clearly illustrate
the “Scm vision”. He had anticipated his remarks
to the journalists gathered at the Scm Arena, an
area where engineers, customers, guests, desi-
gners and specialists took turns every day to talk
about the most significant topics for this season
of the woodworking and wood-based materials
industry.
First of all, De Vito underlined the power, the
commitment, the dedication that the Rimini-based
group wanted to express in this edition of the
German show: “At Ligna 2017 we have presented
an unprecedented range of woodworking
technologies, from classical machines for
handicraft production to automated systems
for industrial production”, said the Woodworking
Machinery Division director.
De Vito repeatedly stressed the importance of
“Industry 4.0” technological solutions for the
future developments of the entire industry, adding
a few notes we appreciated: “Companies are
ready for this new technological leap, but the
extensive use of robots should not be limited
to cutting labor costs, but developed to create
and train qualified employment…. Who wouldn’t
agree?

Also Andrea Aureli, managing director of Scm
Group, took the opportunity offered by Ligna to
sum up the situation: “What you see in this huge
stand – Aureli said – is the result of expertise
acquired over sixty years. We have been able
to manage this season of big changes, obtaining
prestigious results from all points of view: today
the group is invoicing more than 600 million
euro, with 15 percent growth in the past year.
We are very happy with this trend, of course,
also because we are
achieving this growth
with a solid financial
position. We will in-
vest even more in in-
novation. It’s a goal
we are pursuing
leveraging not only
our knowledge of
many processes
where we are in-

volved together with our customers, but also
our industrial organization, where machinery
production is supported by an integrated system
that starts from our steel casting plants and
flows through group companies specializing in
components, IT solutions and advanced elec-
tronics. This has enabled and will enable us to
keep making strategic and pondered decisions,
which have helped us create not only excellent
machines for any application, but also big in-
dustrial plants that properly represent “made in
Italy” all over the world”.
According to Scm Group figures, compared to
the 2015 edition, orders signed during the ex-
hibition increased exponentially, as well as deals
and contacts. It seems that German operators
were really interested in the value proposition of
Scm Group, with the Rimini-based company an-
nouncing a 35 percent increase in domestic visi-
tors.

As mentioned before, the “Cella Lean 4.0” was
one of the greatest attractions, an integrated
flexible manufacturing solution that clearly de-
monstrates the concepts of “Industry 4.0” and
“mass customization”. The cell – fully automated
and controlled by the “Maestro Watch” software
– is built around an articulated robot equipped
with a part recognition camera that “distributes”
the workpieces to different machines (standard),
according to the working cycle. One operator
can handle everything, from order launch to
finished products, ready to be loaded and shipped,
so from raw panel to assembled furniture.
This is a demonstration of the engineering skills
of Scm Group, for a long time focused on simple
and functional solutions that can calculate flows
and lead time exactly, offering quick and reliable
return on investment.
The cell can make furniture parts with a capacity
of 8/10 sets per working shift, ensuring high
quality and low production costs, very easy to
handle even for unskilled operators, and capable
of delivering a huge variety of parts: from high
volumes of ready-to-assemble panels to “batch
one”. 
Let us add that, during Ligna, the “Lean Cell 4.0”
made twenty-five bookcases for the new schools
built after the earthquake in Central Italy in the
summer and fall of 2016. This initiative was carried
out in collaboration with Fondazione Francesca
Rava, a foundation that is re-building schools in
the earthquake areas. 
During Ligna 2017, a secondary school and a
kindergarten were inaugurated in Norcia. “With
this project, high technology is supporting a
charity initiative and “Lean Cell 4.0” is offering
tangible contribution to people who are trying
to restore their everyday life, especially children

who have suffered
most and are still suf-
fering from tough post-
earthquake conditions”,
they said in Hanno-
ver...well done! (l.r.)

www.scmgroup.com

The award ceremony.

Two pictures of “Lean Cell 4.0” at Ligna 2017.

Luigi De Vito. Andrea Aureli.

With you. For you.

WE PAINT THE WORLD!

Finishing machines and systems.

www.giardinagroup.comgiardinagroup
FINISHING SOLUTIONS      1972
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FOCUS on tools

COLLABORATE, INVENT AND SOLVE. THE GOLDEN RULES OF TOOL MANUFACTURERS
Constant creation of special solutions
“The Italian tool market is closely
related to the real estate busi-
ness, where unfortunately we
haven’t seen a real turning point,
yet.” So said Ambra Leoncini,
technical administration manager
at SPL Woodworking Tools, ba-
sed in San Gimignano, near Siena.
“The general attitude is to buy low-cost products,
maybe coming from the Far East (especially
China), believing you save money. However,
such solutions soon turn out to be low quality,
forcing to purchase new products and getting
into a vicious circle that ends up with more ex-
penses”. As the old saying goes, those who
spend more spend less, and don’t forget that,
Ambra Leoncini points out, the low quality of end
products is also related to the tools you use.

“Emerging countries leverage low labor costs,
but they can do so only with huge volumes of
standard products. As a small company, we
focus on the continuous creation of special
tools that meet the specific requirements of
customers who cannot find alternative solutions”.
Like other industry companies, also SPL Wood-
working Tools agrees that the international markets
are more open than the Italian one: but are Italian
companies ready to invest today? 
“There seems to be a widening gap between
small and big companies. Only the latter can
invest in new equipment to speed up production”.

www.utensilispl.it

Nothing left to chance
“In an ever-changing business, we focus on
solving customer-specific problems with high-
performance products”, explains Pietro Dagostin,

general manager at freud,
a Bosch Group company
with headquarters in Tava-
gnacco (Udine). “We have
decided to focus on the
quality and performance
of our tools, and to do
that, we need to produce

hard metal (TiCo Carbide) in house, so as
to maximize the performance of our cutting
tools. Whether standard or special, we
work to develop solutions that can meet
the requirements of a constantly evolving
market. This applies to wooworking as
well as to other materials...”  What’s the
current situation? “After the crisis that has
struck so hard, the Italian market is now
experiencing a growing trend. We are
finally seeing clear recovery signs in all

segments where our tools are employed, from fur-
niture to windows...Fortunately, having a global or-
ganization in over 90 countries with different condi-
tions and trends, freud can compensate the results
in suffering markets with much more profitable busi-
ness in others”. Continuous technology investments,
know-how development and qualified staff are the
keywords of the strategy deployed by the company.

www.freud.it

Technology partnership
In recent years, the level of com-
petition has increased further.
Many toolmakers are betting on
price reductions, but Pesaro-based
Bup Utensili – with an 85 percent
export share, extensive presence
in Europe and good business in
the Far East – seems to have
identified a different and interesting
approach: “First of all, for us, it is essential to make
quality tools”, says Giorgio Battistelli, sales manager.
“Our distinctive feature and success factor is service,
namely our capacity to provide customers with the
best solution for each application within short dead-
lines. Our tools result from experience, from a good
knowledge of the machines and materials used by
our customers, and most of all from intensive ex-
change with end users. Most of our production
consists of special tools that we design and manu-
facture at four hands with customers, so they do
not consider us mere suppliers, but rather real
technology partners”... “The portfolio we offer is
comprehensive and mainly includes standard and
special tools with mechanical-mount integral HW
cutting edges and solutions with diamond cutting
edges of different hardness according to the material
to be machined. So, not only wood, but also alu-
minum, plastic materials and composites. “With our
portfolio we can cover all woodworking segments.
At present, our top customers are furniture manu-
facturers, but in the past five/six years we have ex-
panded our business in all housing-related opera-
tions: windows, doors, beams, floorings…”.

www.buputensili.it

Innovate to grow
The tools business is finally experiencing widespread
growth, but some segments are still having a hard
time. One of these is mortising chains, the core busi-
ness of Utensilegno, a historical company established
over seventy years ago with headquarters in Rho,
near Milan. “In the first half 2017 we suffered from a
reduction compared to the same period of 2016”,
says Franco Paolini, managing director, “but we
are now recording an increase over the previous
month. International business has always been more
significant than Italian sales, and that’s still true. Just
consider that we export 80 percent of our production.
Right now, the big challenge is preserving the market
segments that are offering good results, while re-
covering the market share we lost during the crisis.
“We are constantly committed to product innovation
to promote the use of our products in sectors that
have been overlooked so far. Our efforts are mainly
addressed to markets that are not requesting our
tools but might be potential users”.
Technology, material quality, competitive pricing,
large portfolio from stock and fast delivery are the
aces in the hole for Utensilegno. “Today the most re-
quested tools are standard products for joiner’s
workshops, for the production windows and wood
constructions. We are also seeing increasing appli-
cations in more specialized areas such as Cnc
woodworking centers”.

www.utensilegno.it

interviews

Ambra
Leoncini..

Pietro Dagostin.

Giorgio Battistelli.
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SISTEMI
“KLEINDIA” AND “TORNADO”

TWT
THE “4LIFE” SYSTEM

“KleinDIA®” by Sistemi
is the special Dlc (Diamond
Like Carbon) surface dia-
mond and anti-friction coa-
ting developed for large-
scale production which sol-
ve problems of tool abra-

sion, chip evacuation and chemical attack on
both panels and solid wood processing. Cutting
edges are firstly polished to mirror finish and then
covered with a layer of less than 1 micron without
altering dimensions. Life time is increased up to
4 times compared to the same uncoated bits and
up to 9 times compared to standard dowel drills.
They have been tested for 8 months working on
melamine panels with a result of 150,000 bores!
Suitable for working every kind of wood, particle
boards and laminates. A less number of reshar-
pening and the relative time savings, ensure an
increased productivity to your facility. “Tornado®”,
the new extraction nut, helps dust and chip eva-
cuation during nesting and conventional Cnc rou-
ting operations. Easy to assemble directly on the
collet chuck instead of the standard nut, it provides
a big improvement of dust evacuation, cleaning
the working surface and evacuating dust into the
collection hood of the machine.  
www.sistemiklein.com

ALIPRANDI: “KEEP INVESTING!”

During the latest edition of Ligna,
Ims confirmed itself has a strategic
player in the field. The Cnc tool hol-
der company from Italy participated
in the Hanover event and well aware
of the importance of the show, didn’t
miss a moment and introduced se-
veral new products and a refreshed
version of its customer service skills. Results
were fast to come and from the first day the Ims
booth was visited by many international guests
who were, as always, attracted by the Made in
Italy manufacturing excellence. Ims representatives
at the show were able to bind new first class
commercial parternships, giving the company a

IMS
A CONTINUOUS AFFIRMATION ON THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET

base where to continue the path of
growth and affirmation in the wood-
working market. Ims introduced the
new tool holder forks, designed to
work with major Cnc machine brands.
The new forks have a better gripping
force, thanks to the improved materials
and the innovative design. In addition,

they presented “Darkside”, the new line of cones
and collets. The international presence of the
company, which today get strengths from its three
foreign offices, in Usa, Spain and Czech Republic,
is the concrete evidence of the after sale service
importance in the Ims philosophy. 

www.ims.eu

The “4Life” system by Twt is an evolutionary
product in the field of tool construction, thanks to
which roughing and finishing phases are conducted
simultaneously. The name “4Life” refers to the 4
key benefits offered by the system.
1) The shorter stacking between the roughing
insert and the finishing insert provides greater ef-
fectiveness. 2) Tolerances are annulled; 3) The
double cutting edge inserts reduce contact with
the cutter. 4) Less maintenance required also
thanks to the NaDia Diamond Coating. 
Four are the great economic advantages: 1) The
system is advantageous even for small and me-
dium-sized manufacturers. It requires an investment
that is about 10 percent higher compared to that
for traditional tools, but the break-even point is
reached after only 1,000 windows produced. 2) It
is an investment aimed at ensuring returns on in-
vestment. 3) “4Life” eliminates hidden costs. 4)

Less machine down-time.
4Life is 4 times more per-
forming compared to tra-
ditional cutters.

www.twt.tools

It’s a pleasure coming back to So-
vico, approximately ten years later,
to have a chat with Paola and
Luca Aliprandi. Together with Lu-
ca’s brother, Maurizio, they are
carrying on a business started in
1970, when Luigi and Giulio Ali-
prandi decided to produce tools for mechanical
machining operations. Later they adjusted their
focus and identified their real vocation, i.e. ma-
nufacturing woodworking tools. Turnover is
close to four million euro, with approximately
twenty employees and the Aliprandi always in
the lead. Export has achieved 50 percent of
production, with strong expansion in recent
years. “Italy has always been our reference
market”, Paola Aliprandi says. “..Now the balance
has changed, although Veneto, Lombardy and
the Pesaro regions are still our major destina-
tions”.”Our specialty, so to say, is carving tools
out of solid metal, we do not apply inserts or
special treatments”, Luca Aliprandi adds. “That’s
approximately 40 percent of our turnover, com-
bined with another 40 percent coming from
high-performance tools, with diamond inserts
or special families of tools… We achieved the
most significant growth rates with “integral”
tools, that’s the segment where we are getting
stronger...“The way our customers evaluate
tools has changed, too”, Luca Aliprandi adds.
“Today, everybody knows they have a choice:
buy a tool made in distant countries, where the
only “value” is cheap price, or buy quality
tools “made in Europe”. Today, if you invest in
the overall quality of your company, if you
believe in your product, you identify a production
cycle based on expensive technology and you
get no doubt: you choose a quality tool.”. “This
is an important part of our job – Paola Aliprandi
says – i.e. find a way, an opportunity to show
what our tools can do and for how long com-
pared to alternative products. We are proud to
tell that Aliprandi’s success begins when a
user decides to try one of our tools for the first

time, because this occasional
transaction is likely to turning
into a long-lasting business re-
lationship! That’s why we have
no problems dealing with sam-
ples or tests…with some tools,
you often get different results in

different operations, while that never happens
with our tools, because continuity and consistency
of results are priority factors for Aliprandi tools”.
And what about service? After sales? “They
are key elements in our business”, Luca Aliprandi
says. “Costing, estimates, scheduling, delivery,
after-sales services, maintenance and re-sharp-
ening are absolute values for us and our job;
especially now that you no longer produce to fill
up your stocks, but rather to provide each cus-
tomer exactly with the tools they need when
they need then, with ever shorter deadlines...
Responding “in real time” is essential, and to
do that we have an internal warehouse where
we store finished products or semifinished parts
ready for our customers, in order to minimize
lead time from order to delivery. One of our key
strengths is to deliver any tool within a short
timeframe, offering the guarantee that we can
make and deliver even complex bits or cutters
within two weeks from the submission of customer
drawings…What about distribution? “Our main
channel is resellers, they are approximately
one thousand and they deal with 95 percent of
our production, Paola Aliprandi replies.“We have
clear plans for the future: we will keep investing
in technology and in the coming weeks we will
finally expand our premises from 600 to over
1,500 square meters. We are growing at a rate
of 10 percent annually and we see an increase
in international customers, also thanks to the
exhibitions we attend, Xylexpo above all...We
will have new opportunities we will face with
new young resources: we believe in young peo-
ple and a few years ago we started a collaboration
with a technical school, hosting students for
stages..(l.r.) www.aliprandi.it

Leitz in Oberkochen is a reference in the tools in-
dustry. Tools have been going through a real re-
volution, with the “Leitz brothers” playing the
role of forerunners and keeping a strong focus on
developments and needs. All of this was quite
clear at the traditional press conference held in
the Deutsche Messe premises during Ligna. It
was the official debut for Juergen Koeppel, Leitz
ceo for some time. “Leitz has been a family-run
business for five generations”, he said. “More
than 140 years of experience in tools production
and development, a market leader with 120 of-
fices and subsidiaries around the world, six
manufacturing sites producing an extensive
range of products for handicraft businesses
and high-capacity production lines in the wood,
wood-based materials, plastic and non-ferrous
metal industries...”. Koeppel thenpresented some
figures: revenues exceeding 240 million euro,
with a 75 percent export share. A catalog with
over 8 thousand standard tools and 2,900 staff
constantly trained and updated. The top priority
is users: each innovation is conceived for the
continuous improvement of processes and quality.
At Ligna Leitz presented – to mention just a few
examples – “Razor Cut”, designed to speed up
cutting operations significantly, the “BrillianceCut”
range to achieve excellent finishing quality even
on materials like acrylic glass or polycarbonate
panels, the “WhisperCut” high-performance bla-
des that ensure silent operation and the “Katana”
series for the best possible cutting quality. 

www.leitz.org

LEITZ
“WE ARE SHAPING THE FUTURE”

Luca and Paola Aliprandi.

CERATIZIT
A SEASON OF NEWS!

At Ligna, the Luxembourg-based company laun-
ched a new series of products with the “Toolmaker
Solutions by Ceratizit” brand . “We have always
pursued the goal of making our customers
more competitive”, said Rolf Kösters, manager
of the wood and stone working division at Ceratizit.
“Let me say that we have achieved that with
our latest solutions, such as the knives coated
with the “CeraShield” process, which are show-
ing high performance in all applications with
solid wood”. Combining a peculiar coating process
and grinding, the new knives offer a long-lasting
cutting edge, with minimum cutting surface wear.
“If you compare the new knives with other stan-
dard products of series “KCR08”, so with no
special coating, their life is ten times longer”,
said Michael Magin, manager of the development
department. One peculiarity is that the rectangular
strips produced by Ceratizit are provided with
grooves that streamline braze-welding, with a
range of sizes that covers all applications, from
planning to profiling. The strips with 7-degree
angle on both sides ensure cost-effective material
management by helping reduce material costs
and grinding cycle time. These components can
be applied easily and allow to achieve good
results. “We must be even more effective and
efficient, in order to acquire new market shares
in this phase of expanding demand”, said
Thierry Wolter, group board member. “...We
have moved the central warehouse into the
group’s logistic center, in order to improve our
logistic flows: orders coming from Europe through

our “E-Techstore” by sev-
en o’clock p.m. are de-
livered within the next
day”. 

www.ceratizit.com

“CeraShield” coated knives.
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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal, 
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI) 
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL) 
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it

Crossing-cutting lines

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

Secondary processing

The Biesse product line includes cnc work 
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, rou-
ters, throughfeed boring and inserting machi-
nes, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU) 
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat 
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding -
denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com

Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, band-
saws.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Dust extraction 
systems and filtration

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it

Surface finishing

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service! 
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl
Via dell’Industria, 15 
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096 
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths. 

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO) 
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio 
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

RS WOOD srl
Via Achille Grandi 38 
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

CONTACTS

Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70 
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24 
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE 
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68 
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036 
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines and
systems for high productive processing.
Camam srl, special machines for the
production of chairs and tables.

COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi,, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282 - fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
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Tools and auxiliaries

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc 
trimming hoggers.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15  I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com

Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, pro-
duction, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

Lacquers

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real
partner, capable of supporting the customer
not only from technical and production point
of view but also for its ability to consistently
deliver new creative ideas.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

Agents and wood trades

Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS 
AND SUPPLIES

Software

Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111 
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone  +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723 
www.ddxgroup.com  info@ddxgroup.com

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)      
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com

Handling 
and commissioning

From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and 
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63 
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Sale of machinery
and equipment

Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it

AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAA

FAIRS      the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

3-5 September 
Spoga+Gafa
www.spogagafa.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

5-7 September 
Expodrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 September 
FMC China
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 September 
Drema
www.mtp.pll
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

13-17 September 
Bife-Sim
www.romexpo.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies

26-29 September 
Lisderevmash
www.acco.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

28-30 September 
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies

4-5 October 
Canada Woodworking West
www.masterpromotions.ca
• Abbotsford (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

10-13 October 
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products, components 
and supplies

12-14 October 
Mumbaiwood
www.seint.com
• Mumbai (India)
Woodworking technologies

14-18 October 
Wood Processing Machinery
www.tuyap.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 October 
Vietnamwood Int’l
www.vietnamwoodexpo.com
• Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies

27-30 October 
Mokkiten
www.messetool.vdma.org
• Nagoya (Japan)
Woodworking technologies

31 October-3 November 
Wood-Tec
www.wood-tec.cz
• Brno (Czech Republic)
Woodworking technologies

2-4 November 
Wms
www.woodworkingnetwork.com
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

5-8 November 
Brussels Furniture Fair
www.meubelbeurs.be
• Brussels (Belgium)
Furniture

6-8 November 
Algeria Kitchen, bath & living Expo
www.new-fields.com
• Algiers (Algeria)
Furniture

6-10 November 
Batimat
www.batimat.com
• Paris (France)
Constructing and architecture

7-10 November 
Fenestration Bau China
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Shanghai (China)
Constructing and architecture

8-10 November 
Expocorma
www.expocorma.cl
• Coronel Concepcion (Chile)
Woodworking technologies

13-15 November 
Index Qatar
www.corexpo.it
• Doha (Qatar)
Furniture

14-17 November 
Woodex
www.woodexpo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

30 November -3 December
Myanmarwood
www.chanchao.com.tw
• Yangoon (Birmania)
Woodworking technologies
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